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Graphics Tools---The jgt Editors' ChoiceCRC Press, 2005

	Computer Graphics professionals can now find in one volume a collection of 32 "gems" chosen by the editors of the journal of graphics tools, one of the leading publications in the field. These selected papers provide practical ideas and techniques that solve real problems in the areas of - Math & Programming Techniques...
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Radiobiology and Environmental Security (NATO Science for Peace and Security Series C: Environmental Security)Springer, 2011

	This volume - like the N.A.T.O. Advanced Research Workshop on which it is based - addresses the fundamental science that contributes to our understanding of the potential risks from ecological terrorism, i.e. dirty bombs, atomic explosions, intentional release of radionuclides into water or air. Both effects on human health (D.N.A. and...
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Cornea and External Eye Disease: Corneal Allotransplantation, Allergic Disease and Trachoma (Essentials in Ophthalmology)Springer, 2008

	The second volume covers a broad range of conjunctival

	and corneal diseases, again with particular

	emphasis being placed on problem management.





	Various new surgical approaches are currently

	being evaluated in the clinical setting, an example

	of which is posterior lamellar keratoplasty in

	Fuchs endothelial...
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Hepatitis C Virus Disease: Immunobiology and Clinical ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	Despite numerous hepatitis C virus infection studies, its pathogenesis and medical treatment have not been fully explained. This comprehensive volume, written by experts in the field, covers the most recent advances in the study of HCV, moving from basic research to clinical applications. The first chapters of this volume analyze the full...
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Principles of Geometry (Cambridge Library Collection - Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Henry Frederick Baker (1866-1956) was a renowned British mathematician specialising in algebraic geometry. First published between 1922 and 1925, this six-volume work provides a detailed insight into the geometry which was developing at the time of publication. Volume 1 describes the foundations of projective geometry.
...
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Advanced Computing, Networking and Informatics- Volume 2: Wireless Networks and Security Proceedings of the Second International Conference on ... (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2014

	Advanced Computing, Networking and Informatics are three distinct and mutually exclusive disciplines of knowledge with no apparent sharing/overlap among them. However, their convergence is observed in many real world applications, including cyber-security, internet banking, healthcare, sensor networks, cognitive radio, pervasive computing...
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Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services: 15th International Conference, GECON 2018, Pisa, Italy, September 18–20, 2018, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11113))Springer, 2019

	
		
			This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 15th International Conference on the
		
			Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services (GECON 2018). GECON is a
		
			long-held conference that annually brings together economics and computer science
		
			researchers, with the ultimate aim of building a strong...
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Windows XP Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2002
Windows XP Pocket Reference is a handy book for power users and system administrators who need a solid reference with quick answers, but not a lot of explanation. This book is a powerful tool that quickly covers XP's applications and tools, tasks and settings, and commands.

This pocket reference is...
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Web Engineering: Modelling and Implementing Web Applications (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2007
Web Engineering: Modelling and Implementing Web Applications presents the state of the art approaches for obtaining a correct and complete Web software product from conceptual schemas, represented via well-known design notations.
Describing mature and consolidated approaches to developing complex applications, this edited volume is divided into...
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A Unified Framework for Video Summarization, Browsing & Retrieval: with Applications to Consumer and Surveillance VideoAcademic Press, 2005
Large volumes of video content can only be easily accessed by the use of rapid browsing and retrieval techniques. Constructing a video table of contents (ToC) and video highlights to enable end users to sift through all this data and find what they want, when they want are essential. This reference puts forth a unified framework to integrate these...
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Machine Translation: Its Scope and LimitsSpringer, 2008
Machine Translation (MT) is both an engineering technology and a measure of all things to do with languages and computers—whenever a new theory of language or linguistics is offered, an important criteria for its success is whether or not it will improve machine translation.
This book presents a history of machine translation (MT) from...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Grammar and Style, 2nd EditionAlpha, 2003
The jokey, conversational style of the Complete Idiot's Guide series is better   suited to some of its many subjects than to others, but for the Guide to Grammar and   Style, it works. This book might not be appropriate for professional proofreaders in   search of the definitive use of the en dash, but it is a solid, amusing volume for...
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